Sound quality we ought to keep
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is colorless, odorless and harmless electrolytic alkaline ionized water. ( pH 12±0.5 )
is made from water, not contains harmful substances, alcohol, or surfactants.
is the cleaning liquid that has both of functionality and solid safety
for the environment and the human body.
Why does dirt remove well although it is water?
Because it enhanced original functions of the water.
Excellent detergency comes from the function of negative ions.

Penetration

Separation

Peeling

Environment/

Opus clean is not a synthetic detergent. not included surfactants, petroleum solvents,
sodium hydroxide, fluorescent bleach, ozone, and alcohol.

Hands and skin/

Your hands and skin does not become rough because contains no irritating substances.
There is no discomfort on use because it is odorless.

Material/

There is no fast chemical reaction to the material, so it will not damage the surface
of the material unless left for a long time without wiping.

Prevention efect/

Opus clean penetrates into the inside of the dirt and float up the dirt.
The dirt in the recess is decomposed and peeled, and static electricity is also removed,
so it will preventing dust and dirt from re-adhering.

How to use

Drop Opus Clean, and spread over the liquid
on entire surface along the groove with a soft
cloth without fluff of fibers.

Wipe the all liquid along the groove
with another dry soft cloth.

*Do not use the liquid for the center label. There is a possibility of fading.
*Do not use for 76 / 78 / 80 rpm discs. ( Not tested on all types of discs )

Caution
It is not drinking water. If you swallowed accidentally, take measures drinking water. / Please keep out of direct sunlight.
Keep out of reach of infants. / Drops may fly when the toggle cap is opened. If it gets into your eyes, wash immediately.

Characteristic

Opus Clean
〔 Opus Clean 〕is special electrolytic alkaline ionized water.

... made from water and contains no harmful substances, alcohol or surfactants.
■ has detergency and is gentle on skin, materials and the environment
It does not contain any chemical products that cause harm to the human body and water or
environmental pollution.
⇒

It has a high pH value but no effect on skin etc.

■ has anti-static and anti-adhesion of dirt effects.
The antistatic effect is much more superior to ordinary water.
⇒

It has the effect of preventing the re-adhesion of dust by excellent anti-static.

■ Not included of surfactant/sodium hydroxide/alcohol ... safe and does not change sound quality.
・Surfactant

･･･

The main component of soap, shampoo, detergent, etc.
It removes oil, creates gloss and luster on the surface of the material,
but forms a membrane and remains.
As a result, residue will adhere to the record player needle after
tracing.

・Sodium hydroxide

･･･

It has the effect of decomposing proteins, and high-concentration
aqueous solutions violently erode the skin and dissolve poly-vinyl
chloride.
In Japan, it is designated as a deleterious substance at a concentration
of 5% or more and cannot be sold in general.
In addition, when it combined with sebum, saponification occurs to
generates the surfactant.
Sodium hydroxide is found in most of the similar products commonly
called to as electrolytic alkaline ionized water.

・Alcohol

･･･

Alcohol generates surfactants when combined with sebum too.
In addition, sometimes alcohol can cause small crack on vinyl record
due to its high osmosis and the cooling effect by heat of vaporization.

Opus clean does not contain any sodium hydroxide as well as surfactants and alcohol.
This is a decisive difference from other similar product, and although its special manufacturing
method is high cost and price is expensive, but it is an excellent product that guarantees high safety
to humans and the environment.
Spread "Opus Clean" on the whole vinyl record, wipe it off.
Dirt and static electricity are removed and cleaning is completed .

Opus Clean

Dirt floats by function of minus ion.

drew letters on the uneven surface
with a pigment marker that can not
remove with water when dried.

Separation has progressed and the
color has changed.
wiped off a part of "R".

After drying, drop Opus Clean.
can see that the letters are floated.

After wiping everything.
It takes about tens of seconds.
Dirt is also removed like this ink.

